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Revolution
1985

a compendium of original essays and contemporary viewpoints on the 1917 revolution the russian
revolution of 1917 reverberated throughout an empire that covered one sixth of the world it altered
the geo political landscape of not only eurasia but of the entire globe the impact of this immense event
is still felt in the present day the historiography of the last two decades has challenged conceptions of
the 1917 revolution as a monolithic entity the causes and meanings of revolution are many as is
reflected in contemporary scholarship on the subject a companion to the russian revolution offers more
than thirty original essays written by a team of respected scholars and historians of 20th century
russian history presenting a wide range of contemporary perspectives the companion discusses topics
including the dynamics of violence in war and revolution russian political parties the transformation of
the orthodox church bolshevism liberalism and more although primarily focused on 1917 itself and the
singular revolutionary experience in that year this book also explores time periods such as the first
russian revolution early soviet government the civil war period and even into the 1920 s presents a
wide range of original essays that discuss brings together in depth coverage of political history party
history cultural history and new social approaches explores the long range causes influence on early
soviet culture and global after life of the russian revolution offers broadly conceived contemporary
views of the revolution largely based on the author s original research links russian revolutions to
russian civil wars as concepts a companion to the russian revolution is an important addition to
modern scholarship on the subject and a valuable resource for those interested in russian late imperial
or soviet history as well as anyone interested in revolution as a global phenomenon

A World in Revolution
1972

authors such as shakespeare milton thoreau and yeats are examined with a new imperative

A Companion to the Russian Revolution
2020-10-19

preface by jesse benjamin and the walter rodney foundation introduction by robin d g kelley afterword
by vijay prashad in his short life the guyanese intellectual walter rodney emerged as one of the leading
revolutionary thinkers of the black sixties he became a leading force of dissent throughout the
caribbean and a lightning rod of controversy the 1968 rodney riots erupted in jamaica when he was
prevented from returning to his teaching post at the university of the west indies in 1980 rodney was
assassinated in guyana reportedly at the behest of the government in the mid 70s rodney taught a
course on the russian revolution at the university of dar es salaam in tanzania a pan africanist and
marxist rodney sought to make sense of the reverberations of the october revolution in a decolonising
world marked by third world revolutionary movements he intended to publish a book based on his
research and teaching now historians jesse benjamin robin d g kelley and vijay prashad have edited
rodney s polished chapters and unfinished lecture notes presenting the book that rodney had hoped to
publish in his lifetime 1917 is a signal event in radical publishing and will inaugurate verso s standard
edition of walter rodney s works

Literature in Revolution
1972



from an award winning scholar comes this definitive single volume history that illuminates the tensions
and transformations of the russian revolution in the russian revolution acclaimed historian sean
mcmeekin traces the events which ended romanov rule ushered the bolsheviks into power and
introduced communism to the world between 1917 and 1922 russia underwent a complete and
irreversible transformation taking advantage of the collapse of the tsarist regime in the middle of
world war i the bolsheviks staged a hostile takeover of the russian imperial army promoting mutinies
and mass desertions of men in order to fulfill lenin s program of turning the imperialist war into civil
war by the time the bolsheviks had snuffed out the last resistance five years later over 20 million
people had died and the russian economy had collapsed so completely that communism had to be
temporarily abandoned still bolshevik rule was secure owing to the new regime s monopoly on force
enabled by illicit arms deals signed with capitalist neighbors such as germany and sweden who sought
to benefit politically and economically from the revolutionary chaos in russia drawing on scores of
previously untapped files from russian archives and a range of other repositories in europe turkey and
the united states mcmeekin delivers exciting groundbreaking research about this turbulent era the
first comprehensive history of these momentous events in two decades the russian revolution combines
cutting edge scholarship and a fast paced narrative to shed new light on one of the most significant
turning points of the twentieth century

The Principles of Revolution
1920

the retirement of fidel castro turned the world s attention once more towards the island nation of cuba
amid the predictions of what its future holds it is worth taking a moment to consider how cuba has
reached this point antoni kapcia provides this with his incisive history of cuba since the 1950s a
fascinating and much needed examination of a country that has served as an important political symbol
and as a diplomatic enigma for much of the twentieth century cuba in revolution is a critical primer for
all those interested in cuba s past or concerned with its future book jacket

The Russian Revolution
2018-07-10

this book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great significance and value to
literature this forms a part of the knowledge base for future generations we have represented this
book in the same form as it was first published hence any marks seen are left intentionally to preserve
its true nature

Revolution
1921

this is a story like no other story you ever read jim hart was a great baseball pitcher entertainer dancer
singer and businessman above all jim was a patriot like the founding fathers jim was jealous of his
countries history and worked tirelessly to expose the corrupt government officials and turn the country
back to constitutional government jim married the beautiful arabian princess shalimar and received a
50 billion dollar dowry from her father sheik abdulla the emir of his giant oil producing country jim
soon became famous for his skills as a pitcher and began to speak out against the corrupt government
he built his own town where he defied the federal government at ever turn beating them in court his
hospital treated patients with un approved treatments by passing the fda the powers that be decided
that he must die as an example to others that might follow him and to break up his movement jim
survived the ambush more determined than ever to win the battle when he finally made it to the white



house he set out to dismantle the government and return the country to a constitutional republic

The Russian Revolution
2017-05-30

the arab spring was heralded and publicly embraced by foreign leaders of many countries that define
themselves by their own historic revolutions the contributors to this volume examine the legitimacy of
these comparisons by exploring whether or not all modern revolutions follow a pattern or script
traditionally historians have studied revolutions as distinct and separate events drawing on close
familiarity with many different cultures languages and historical transitions this anthology presents
the first cohesive historical approach to the comparative study of revolutions this volume argues that
the american and french revolutions provided the genesis of the revolutionary script that was
rewritten by marx which was revised by lenin and the bolshevik revolution which was revised again by
mao and the chinese communist revolution later revolutions in cuba and iran improvised further this
script is once again on display in the capitals of the middle east and north africa and it will serve as the
model for future revolutionary movements

Revolution!
1982

this book first published in 1962 is a collection of essays on the ideological origins of the european
revolutionary movement the first essay in the collection is devoted to saint simon who though not a
revolutionary in the ordinary sense was the begetter of the many ideas which became stock in trade of
the nineteenth century revolutionaries the essays that follow are on marx and the communist
manifesto proudhon herzen lassalle and sorel on the foundation and early history of the russian
communist party on the histories of the british and german communist parties and on lenin and stalin

Cuba in Revolution
2008-11-15

at the end of febraury 1917 the tsarist government of russia collapsed in a whirlwind of
demonstrations by the workers and soldier of petrograd ziva galili tells how the moderate socialists or
mensheviks then attempted to prevent the conflicts between the newly formed liberal provisional
government the bourgeois camp and the petrograd soviet the democractic camp from escalating into
civil war and how in october of that same year they finally failed placing narrative history in a broad
social and political context she creates an absorbing study of idealists who tried in vain to reflect as
well as to contain the unfolding revolutionary process galili focuses on the menshevik revolutionary
defensists who became the leaders of the petrograd soviet and of the all russian network of soviets she
examines menshevik political strategy as well as the three way interaction between mnesheviks both in
the soviet and the provisional government workers and indsutrialists she emphasizes the perpceptual
and interactive aspects of the analysis of revolutions the relations between social realities perceptions
of realities and the formulation of political strategies the roles of rhetorics and societal conflict in
shaping social identities and the impact of political authority and state institutions on the terms of
social interaction ziva galili is associate professor of history at rutgers university she is coeditor and
annotator of the making of three russian revolutionsaries voice from the menshevik past cambridge
studies of the harriman institute columbia university originally published in 1989 the princeton legacy
library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print
books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original
texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the



goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in
the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905

The Principles of Revolution
2019-05-20

on november 20 1910 mexicans initiated the world s first popular social revolution the unbalanced
progress of the previous regime triggered violence and mobilized individuals from all classes to
demand social and economic justice in the process they shaped modern mexico at a cost of two million
lives

The French Revolution
1851

the noblest ideals and aspirations of the peoples of the united states of america its commitment to
freedom constitutionality and equality came out of the revolutionary era the story is a dramatic one
thirteen insignificant colonies of his britannic majesty king george iii three thousand miles from the
centres of western civilization fought off british rule to become in fewer than three decades a huge
sprawling rambunctious republic of nearly four million citizens it is also a complicated and at times
ironic story that needs to be explained and understood not blindly celebrated or condemned how did
this great revolution come about what was its character what were its consequences these are the
questions this short history seeks to answer that it succeeds in such a profound and enthralling way is
a tribute to gordon wood s mastery of his subject and of the historian s craft

The Revolution
1987

this volume explores mutiny and maritime radicalism in its full geographic extent during the age of
revolution

The New American Revolution
2003-12

om den nordamerikanske frihedskrig i slutningen af 18 århundrede

Scripting Revolution
2015-10-07

in revolution nadia lake and nate hayes find themselves at the center of a horrifying conspiracy in the
action packed finale of jenna black s sf romance series that began with replica paxco has a new ruler
dorothy hayes claims to be the secret daughter of the recently assassinated chairman she also claims
that nate hayes the true heir and her supposed brother was the one who murdered their father nate
and his best friend nadia lake are the only ones who know the truth about what really happened to the
chairman and more importantly the truth about dorothy but with dorothy in power nate and nadia
know their days are numbered they have nowhere to run except the basement paxco s perilous and
lawless slums but dorothy is far from content with driving her enemies into hiding she wants them
dead at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm



applied

Studies in Revolution
2022-02-06

history of football in castlemaine from 1859 to 2009 includes biographies of leading identities and
reviews eras and particular seasons illustrated throughout some colour includes honour boards and
lists senior players with the club from 1925 to 2008

The Menshevik Leaders in the Russian Revolution
2019-10-08

this explores how the american revolution was perceived in other parts of the world

Mexicans in Revolution, 1910-1946
2009-01-01

the book chronicles the american revolution in the most unusual way not a record of the events or the
political ramifications of those events but the intellectual response of the revolutionaries has been
captured it is not history in the exact sense of the word it is history in the making

The American Revolution
2003

women and revolution deals with contemporary feminist political theory and practice it is a debate
concerning the importance of patriarchy and sexism in industrialized societies are sexual differences
and kin relations as critical to social outcome as economic relations what is the dynamic between class
and sex is one or the other dominant how do they interact what are the implications for social change
in the unhappy marriage of marxism and feminism hartmann argues that class and patriarchy are
equally important and that neither a narrow feminism nor an economist marxism will suffice to help us
understand or change modern society instead we need a theory that can integrate the two analyses

Mutiny and Maritime Radicalism in the Age of Revolution
2013-12-19

although there are scores of books on the theme of revolution ilan rachum s study is unique in its
analysis from the perspective of political discourse it examines how the term revolution entered
western political vocabulary through a historical survey covering the early renaissance to the french
revolution antecedents of the term revolution originated in italy from where they spread with
modifications to france and finally england rachum also examines the use and significance of the term
during the enlightenment the emergence of the epithet american revolution and the rebounding effects
of this term on french intellectuals on the eve of 1789 this fascinating study will excite historians
political scientists and anyone with an interest in the history of ideas that have had a lasting impact on
how we perceive and describe social change



A People's History of the American Revolution
2001

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as
true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and
other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Revolution
2014-11-11

american revolution the american revolution which took place between 1765 and 1783 was an uprising
by british colonists in north america against the rule of great britain the colonists were fighting for
rights they felt they deserved not only as british citizens but as human beings the belief that rights to
life liberty and the pursuit of happiness were god given and not dependent upon any government or
ruler gave the revolutionaries the courage to fight against overwhelming odds and eventually win their
freedom inside you will read about a series of oppressions death and taxes out of many one war in
earnest voices of liberty independenceand more the new government they created for the united states
of america would be unlike anything seen before in world history and their fight has continued to
change the world to this day

Empire and Revolution
1969

the french revolution a history in documents explores the rapidly evolving political culture of the
french revolution through first hand accounts of the revolutionary and counterrevolutionary actors
themselves it demonstrates how radical enlightenment philosophy fused with a governmental crisis to
create a moment of new political possibilities unlike any the world had previously seen in so doing the
french and their allies generated a template for revolutionary possibility from which virtually all
subsequent political movements liberalism abolitionism socialism anarchism conservatism feminism
and human rights included derived inspiration as well as providing an invaluable general introduction
vital contextual notes and thematic bibliographies micah alpaugh selects a fascinating range of pieces
drawing on parisian provincial colonial and even international voices from enlightened dissent to
apologias for terror from declarations of human rights to accounts of slave rebellions from passionate
arguments for democratization to the authoritarian pronouncements of napoleonic rule this book
presents the french revolution s evolution in all its awesome complexity in addition to classic texts
alpaugh includes many lesser known sources a number of which are translated into english here for
the first time this unique collection of 13 visual sources and over 90 documents incorporating
perspectives from across class gender race and nationality provides you with insights into the fervent
debates pronouncements and proposals that spawned modern politics



The American Revolution, a Global War
1977

comprehensive account of the great revolutions that swept over europe and america

The Peasant in Revolution
1943

the russian revolution of 1917 transformed the face of the russian empire politically economically
socially and culturally and also profoundly affected the course of world history for the rest of the
twentieth century now to mark the centenary of this epochal event historian steve smith presents a
panoramic account of the history of the russian empire from the last years of the nineteenth century
through the first world war and the revolutions of 1917 and the establishment of the bolshevik regime
to the end of the 1920s when stalin simultaneously unleashed violent collectivization of agriculture and
crash industrialization upon russian society drawing on recent archivally based scholarship russia in
revolution pays particular attention to the varying impact of the revolution on the various groups that
made up society peasants workers non russian nationalities the army women and the family young
people and the church 0in doing so it provides a fresh way into the big perennial questions about the
revolution and its consequences why did the attempt by the tsarist government to implement political
reform after the 1905 revolution fail why did the first world war bring about the collapse of the tsarist
system why did the attempt to create a democratic system after the february revolution of 1917 not get
off the ground why did the bolsheviks succeed in seizing and holding on to power why did they come
out victorious from a punishing civil war why did the new economic policy they introduced in 1921 fail
and why did stalin come out on top in the power struggle inside the bolshevik party after lenin s death
in 1924 a final chapter then reflects on the larger significance of 1917 for the history of the twentieth
century and for all its terrible flaws what the promise of the revolution might mean for us today

Revolution and the Social System
1964

a newly revised version of a classic in american history when the american revolution was first
published in 1985 it was praised as the first synthesis of the revolutionary war to use the new social
history edward countryman offered a balanced view of how the revolution was made by a variety of
groups ordinary farmers as well as lawyers women as well as men blacks as well as whites who
transformed the character of american life and culture in this newly revised edition countryman
stresses the painful destruction of british identity and the construction of a new american one he
expands his geographical scope of the revolution to include areas west of the alleghenies europe and
africa and he draws fresh links between the politics and culture of the independence period and the
creation of a new and dynamic capitalist economy this innovative interpretation of the american
revolution creates an even richer more comprehensive portrait of a critical period in america s history

The Eve of the Revolution
2007-01-03

in history and revolution a group of respected historians confronts the conservative revisionist trends
in historical enquiry that have been dominant in the last twenty years ranging from an exploration of
the english french and russian revolutions and their treatment by revisionist historiography to the
debates and themes arising from attempts to downplay revolution s role in history history and



revolution also engages with several prominent revisionist historians including orlando figes conrad
russell and simon schama this important book shows the inability of revisionism to explain why millions
are moved to act in defence of political causes and why specific political currents emerge and is a
significant reassertion of the concept of revolution in human development

The French Revolution
1922

tom nobb and his son join george washington s forces and become caught up in the turmoil of the
revolutionary war

Women and Revolution
1981

"Revolution"
1999

A People in Revolution
1981

The Angel of the Revolution: A Tale of the Coming Terror
2015-08-26

American Revolution
2016-03-28

The French Revolution: A History in Documents
2021-01-14

The Third Revolution
2004-06-15

Russia in Revolution
2017



The American Revolution
2003-01-08

History and Revolution
2020-05-05

Revolution
1985-12-01

Paris and the Social Revolution
1905
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